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Abstract

This study aims to determine completeness of student learning outcomes after the application of role playing model in Social learning on grade IV students at Sungai Hitam Elementary School. The method used in this research is Pre-Experimental Design. The population in this study is all grade IV of Sungai Hitam Elementary School. The research sample was taken using simple random sampling technique. Data collection techniques in the study using the test. Then the data were analyzed using the t-test. Based on the results of research and discussion it is known that the average value (\( \bar{x} \)) of pre-test is 40.12 and the average value (\( \bar{x}' \)) of post-test is 77.71. The collected data is then analyzed using the t-test obtained tcount (3.34) > ttable (1.75). It can be concluded that the learning outcomes of grade IV students’ at Sungai Hitam Elementary School after the application of role playing model in Social learning completed significantly.
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1. **Introduction**

Education is one of the most important factors in the continuity of human life, with human education being able to advance their civilization. The world of education cannot be separated from learning activities both in formal and non-formal education. Learning activities are carried out by a person to gain knowledge or understanding that allows a change in behavior for the better. A learning process that involves interaction between teachers and students. During the learning process students can acquire, add and develop knowledge, insights, and skills.

The teacher plays a very important role in achieving success during the learning process. Therefore, teachers are required to be able to design a learning process that is active, innovative, creative, effective, and fun, so that it can increase students' understanding and learning experience and make learning more meaningful. The success of students in mastering learning materials can be seen from the learning outcomes obtained by students. The learning outcomes are indicated by a change in students such as changes in knowledge, attitudes and behavior, skills, proficiency, habits, and changes in other aspects.

One of the student learning outcomes that need to be seen is the social studies field. Social studies is a very broad science that studies the relationship between humans and the world around them, which includes social, economic, psychological, cultural, historical, and political relations. Sulaemi (2017: 73) argues that social science is a branch of science that studies, studies and analyzes social symptoms and problems in society by observing various aspects of life. Social studies learning aims to foster and increase knowledge, attitudes, and awareness as responsible citizens and to design learning management that can bring students closer to their real life. Social studies learning in elementary schools should not only be taught in terms of material and memorization, because social studies learning materials emphasize their daily lives.

Based on the results of observations made by the author at Sungai Hitam State Elementary School, seeing the social studies learning process that takes place in grade IV focuses more on teachers. Students only listen, pay attention, and are not active in the learning process so that students are less able to develop their knowledge, skills and potential in themselves. The teacher also does not vary learning activities or use learning media which causes students to feel bored, sleepy, lackluster, and noisy during the learning process. This has an impact on student learning outcomes to be less than optimal / low so that there are student learning outcomes that have not yet reached the KKM (Minimum Completeness Criteria). Based on the results of daily tests of fourth grade students in odd semester theme 1 sub-theme 1 for the 2020/2021 school year, the data shows that out of 17 students there are 6 (35%) students whose scores have reached the KKM, which is 70, while 11 (65%) students have not reach the KKM school with an average score of 68.

A good learning process should focus more on students as subjects in learning and the teacher only acts as a facilitator. The 2013 curriculum requires students to be active in the learning process so that they can achieve maximum learning outcomes. In
line with this Purbiyanti, Wasino & Nuryatin (2017: 58) state that student activity during learning can result in a fresh and conducive classroom atmosphere, so that students are able to involve their abilities as much as possible so that it will shape their knowledge and skills that will have an impact on student learning outcomes.

Examining the problems that have been found during these observations, it is necessary to have a change and variation in carrying out learning activities. A teacher must play an active role in designing a learning process. The way that can be done to overcome this is by applying a learning model. One of the learning models that can be used is the role playing model. The role playing model is a method used in mastering learning material through developing students' imagination and appreciation by involving elements of fun. Therefore, using a role playing model can provide a real picture of the material being taught seeing that social studies learning is related to the social environment and real life of students. Not only that, by applying the role playing model students can also participate in being able to play an active role in conveying knowledge or information concerning the material and encouraging students to work together with their classmates and this learning can be more meaningful.

2. Method

This research is a quantitative research, the method used is pre-experimental design, namely the experiment which only uses one class without any control or comparison class with the research design that is one group pretest-posttest design.

This study has two variables, namely the independent variable and the dependent variable. The independent variable in this study is the role playing model and the dependent variable is the student's social studies learning outcomes. This research was conducted at the Sungai Hitam State Primary School for the 2020/2021 academic year. The population in this study were all fourth grade students at Sungai Hitam State Elementary School. The sampling technique was simple random sampling.

The data collection technique used was an essay-shaped test technique of 8 questions. The test was carried out before and after giving treatment to students. The data analysis technique in this study is to determine the average value, standard deviation, normality test, and hypothesis testing (t-test). The normality test is used to determine whether the data is normally distributed or not. After conducting the normality test, then conducting a hypothesis test using the t-test to measure whether the learning outcomes of grade IV students at Sungai Hitam State Elementary School after the application of the Role Playing Model in social studies learning are significantly complete.

3. Result and Discussion

Pre-test Data Analysis

The pre-test data analysis was conducted to determine the students' initial abilities before being given learning using the role playing model.
Table 1. Recapitulation of Pre-test Result Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average value</td>
<td>40,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>10,41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students Who Complete</td>
<td>0 students (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students Who Do Not Complete</td>
<td>17 students (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on table 1 above, it can be seen that there are no students who have scored more than 70, all of whom score less than 70. The highest score in this pre-test is 59 and the lowest is 25. So it can be concluded that the results of the students' pre-test before learning using the role playing model was still not in a good category because the students' average score was still less than 70.

Post-test data analysis

Post-test data analysis was conducted to determine student learning outcomes after participating in the learning process using a role playing model.

Table 2. Recapitulation of Post-test Result Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average value</td>
<td>77,71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>9,51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students Who Complete</td>
<td>14 students (82%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students Who Do Not Complete</td>
<td>3 students (18%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on table 2 above, it can be seen that students who scored less than 70 were 3 students and those who scored more than 70 were 14 students. The highest score is 89 and the lowest is 61. So it can be concluded that the post-test results of the students after learning using the role playing model are in the good category because the students' average score is more than or equal to.

Data Normality Test

The normality test is carried out to see whether the data is normally distributed or not. The formula used to calculate the normality test is the Chi Square formula ($\chi^2$). Based on the statistical calculation provisions regarding the data normality test with a significant level $\alpha = 0,05$, if $\chi^2$ count < $\chi^2$ table, then the data is normally distributed. The results of the analysis of normality test data can be seen in table 3.

Table 3. Normality Test Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>$\chi^2$ count</th>
<th>$\chi^2$ table</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>7,60</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9,49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on table 3 shows that the value $\chi_2^{count} < \chi_2^{table}$ then the data is normally distributed. So, it can be concluded that the post-test result data is normally distributed.

**T-test**

The t-test is used to calculate the hypothesis test and draw conclusions from the post-test result data, the t-test is used because the data is normally distributed and the population standard deviation is unknown. The results of the t-test calculation can be seen in table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>$t_{count}$</th>
<th>$dk$</th>
<th>$t_{table}$</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>Ha accepted, Ho was rejected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on table 4 above is obtained $t_{count} = 3.34$ dan $t_{table} = 1.75$ to a significant degree $\alpha = 0.05$. This shows that $t_{count} > t_{table}$, that is $3.34 > 1.75$ so it can be stated that Ha is accepted and Ho is rejected. Thus the hypothesis proposed in this study can be accepted as true, it can be concluded that the learning outcomes of grade IV students at Sungai Hitam State Elementary School after the application of the role playing model in social studies learning are significantly complete.

4. **Conclusion**

Based on the results of research and discussion of the application of the role playing model in social studies learning for fourth grade students at Sungai Hitam State Elementary School, it was obtained that the pre-test average score ($\bar{x}^e$) was 40.12 and the post-test average score ($\bar{x}'$) was 77.71, this means there is an increase in the average score of students. Then the data were analyzed using t-test and obtained $t_{count} (3.34) > t_{table} (1.75)$ so that it can be stated that Ha is accepted and Ho is rejected. Thus it can be concluded that the learning outcomes of fourth grade students at Sungai Hitam State Elementary School after the application of the role playing model in social studies learning are significantly complete.
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